Why healthy checkout?
Retail food environments can support good health or undermine it. Stores determine the range of
choices their customers have, and the ways they display, price, and promote products influence what
and how much people buy.

Here are 4 reasons food stores should rethink checkout:

1 Give shoppers what they want.
66% of shoppers are looking for ways to improve their health through the choices they make while
grocery shopping, and 74% said their top health concern is “managing or losing weight.”1
What do millennials want? Millennials are shopping for minimally processed, locally
grown or produced foods and drinks that have a short list of recognizable ingredients.2
Fruits and vegetables fit the bill, as do many other healthy choices for checkout.

2 Make your store more pleasant for parents shopping
with children.
Often, checkout creates conflict between children and their parents. Mothers reported that food
marketing in supermarkets “hurts the relationship” with their kids because they are forced to argue
with their children over food choices.3
The healthy checkout aisle at each Harmons Grocery
store in Utah has been so successful that all of their
stores are adding an additional healthy checkout aisle.
“Moms and dads are especially thankful for them
since they no longer have to deal with the kids asking
for treats,” [Harmons Grocery Registered Dietitian
Laura] Holtrop Kohl said. “Parents often let their kids
choose a piece of fruit or a granola bar as a reward
instead of candy.”4
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3 Support shoppers’ health.
Most stores’ checkout aisles provide few choices for shoppers looking
for healthy snacks. Water, for example, is typically stocked in only half
of supermarket checkout aisles and takes up less than 2% of the space
across all checkouts. However, 40% of shoppers reported that they
had purchased bottled water from checkout in the past 6 months.
Similarly, although nuts and seeds take up less than 1% of space across
all checkouts, 18% of shoppers had purchased nuts or seeds from
checkout in the past 6 months.5
A 2014 study of foods and beverages at checkout in 30 chain food and non‐food stores
in the Washington, D.C. area found that the majority of foods at checkout were candy,
energy bars, chips, and cookies. There were only 13 facings of fresh fruit, 4 facings of
dried fruit, 16 facings of 100% juice, and 0 facings of vegetables, for a total of 33 facings
of fruits and vegetables out of a total of 8,800 food, beverage, and merchandise
facings in the study.6

4 Get ahead of the curve.
In England, four major grocery stores have eliminated candy in all their checkout aisles. In January
2016, Aldi committed to transitioning to healthier checkout lanes in its nearly 1,500 U.S. stores by
the end of 2016.
“Aldi is expanding its natural foods selection and replacing sugary snacks at the
checkout with healthier items. It’s a big move for a grocer … and it’s great for
consumers, especially lower‐income shoppers. But it’s not so great for the
competition, all of which is busily trying to court natural foods shoppers with healthier
goods at reasonable prices.”7

For more information, contact the Center for
Science in the Public Interest at 202‐777‐8352
or nutritionpolicy@cspinet.org.
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